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Abstract—This paper demonstrates how simulated images
can be useful for object detection tasks in the agricultural sector,
where labeled data can be scarce and costly to collect. We
consider training on mixed datasets with real and simulated
data for strawberry detection in real images. Our results show
that using the real dataset augmented by the simulated dataset
resulted in slightly higher accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is a sector where a significant portion of the
costs stem from manual labor, which encourages consider-
able research in developing automation for various aspects of
agriculture and farming. Technological advances allow some
crops such as potatoes to be mechanically harvested, however
many crops, such as strawberries, still require human labour
to be harvested. One possible reason for this lack of au-
tomation is the inherent difficulty in autonomously detecting
and harvesting the delicate crops. A computer vision system
that will automatically detect such fruits is a good first step
towards automating the harvesting process. The advent of
deep learning [1] has enabled many applications in computer
vision [2], particularly in object detection [3], [4]. The use of
deep learning can be very useful towards automation in the
agricultural sector [5]. The object detection framework has
been successfully applied to detecting fruits in orchards [6],
[7]. However, one major challenge is the lack of adequate
datasets in agriculture. The collection and annotation of
datasets can be costly and time-consuming, especially in the
agriculture domain. Thanks to advancement of simulation
tools, an alternative to real world data collection is the
generation and use of simulated datasets. In contrast to real
world data collection, simulated datasets offer advantages
such as automatic labeling and the simulation of edge cases.
The idea of using simulated data for training a neural network
and then testing on real data has previously been explored
in a fruit counting task [8]. Their model, however, is trained
only on simulated data whereas in this paper we analyze
training on mixed datasets with real and simulated data for
strawberry detection in real images. We collect two RGB
image datasets for the strawberry detection task: a real-
world and a simulated dataset. Different combinations of
the real and simulated datasets are then used to train an
object detection neural network and the performance of these
networks are evaluated using the real dataset. Some examples
from the real and simulated dataset are shown in Fig. 1.
II. DATA COLLECTION
A. Real World
To collect the real data for our project, a concept straw-
berry farm was created by buying ripe strawberries and plac-
Fig. 1: Examples images from our strawberry datasets from the real world
(top row) and simulated datasets (bottom row).
ing them at different locations with different backgrounds.
The strawberries were placed on the soil, near shrubs and on
grass. 5 videos of these scenes were taken from a first-person
view with a GoPro camera attached to the head of one person
who moved around the strawberries and picked some of them
up. The frames of these videos were extracted and the ground
truth strawberry bounding boxes were manually annotated.
A total of 824 images were collected with a resolution of
1280 by 720.
B. Simulated
We used Blender as a simulation modelling tool for
generating the simulated dataset. A central base scene is
created through modelling of five strawberries of different
sizes and colors. Four of the strawberry models are ripe
strawberries indicated by their red texture, whereas the unripe
strawberry was green. The ripe strawberries has slightly dif-
ferent textures, to add more variation and realism. Leaves are
also modelled so that in some scenes, the leaves can partly
occlude the fruits. This is an important feature as, during
strawberry picking, the strawberries are often occluded by
the foliage. To create various scenes, we use an approach
similar to [9]. We vary 3 aspects for creating each image:
1) Fruit Pose: For each of the 5 strawberry models, a
random position and orientation was chosen within a
range.
2) Scene lighting: For each scene, it can be captured
using 3 different lighting mode: a strong central one,
a moderate central one and a moderate side one.
3) Camera Pose: Once the scene is generated, we capture
the scene from several viewpoints. After creating a
scene through the fruit pose variation within a range,
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the strawberries are constrained to be within a region at
the center of the scene. 5 viewpoints (camera poses) are
manually determined such that the camera looks at the
center of the region from different yaw angles around
the vertical axis.
The ground truth labels were generated automatically for
the object detection task, in the forms of bounding boxes.
Some examples of generated images are shown in Fig. 1
(bottom row). We collected a total of 3500 simulated images
for our experiments, each with a resolution of 500 by 500,
even though more data could be generated with different
configurations.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Object Detection
We use YOLOv3 [4] for object detection, which is a
popular object detection algorithm based on convolutional
layers and residual connections. We chose YOLOv3 as it has
a relatively higher inference speed for a comparable detection
accuracy to the state-of-the-art.
B. Mixed Training
4 different training and testing sets are formed from real
and simulated data:
• Real only: 700 real training and 124 real testing images
• Half real half sim: 700 training (350 real and 350
simulated) and 124 real testing images.
• 5x more sim: 4200 training (700 real and 3500
simulated) and 124 real testing images.
• Sim only: 700 simulated training images and 124 real
testing images.
All images are resized to 416 by 416 before being passed
onto the network. Each training is done two times using a
shuffle split cross-validation approach, where the training and
testing data is chosen randomly from the pool of images of
the selected dataset.
C. Metrics
For a detection threshold, precision refers to the degree
with which the predictions are correct and recall refers to
the degree with which the algorithm is able to find all the
objects of interest. Average precision refers to the average of
precision values for different detection thresholds. F1-score
refers to the harmonic mean of the precision and recall. We
compute precision, recall and F1-score as follows:
precision =
TP
TP + FP
, recall =
TP
TP + FN
(1)
F1 score =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
(2)
where TP,FP and FN refer to number of true positive, false
positive and false negative samples respectively.
D. Results
The strawberry detection results are shown in Table I.
Training with 5x more sim achieved the best F1 score with
98.3%, which was slightly better than Real only (97.8%) and
Half real half sim (97.6%). Real only and 5x more sim
both achieved the best average precision with 99.3%. The
Training Set F1 score(%) Average Precision(%)
Real only 97.8 99.3
Half real half sim 97.6 98.2
5x more sim 98.3 99.3
Sim only 7.7 3
TABLE I: Strawberry object detection results for each training set. Average
F1 score(%) and precision Precision(%) is reported
results show that boosting the real dataset with a simulated
dataset resulted in slightly higher accuracy as the F1 score
is higher (same average precision). This implies that the
features presented in the simulated data can reinforce the
features presented in the real data. The slight improvement
of 5x more sim over Real only justifies the use of additional
simulated data whenever available.
Replacing half of the real dataset with simulated data
resulted in comparable performance to the real only dataset,
which shows that the simulated data was an adequate sub-
stitute to real images for this application. Training on only
simulated images performed worse than any other approach,
possibly because of the reality gap.
IV. CONCLUSION
We present a tool for generating simulated images for the
strawberry detection task, as well as an analysis of using
mixed training on simulated and real data. Our results show
that using the real dataset augmented by the simulated dataset
resulted in slightly higher object detection accuracy, and that
simulated data could be used as a substitute to real. However,
our analysis serves as an exploratory study and should be
conducted with larger datasets and different domains. Future
work includes creating more realistic simulations, collecting
more real images from an actual strawberry farm, testing
the approach on different fruits and exploring alternative
approaches in sim-to-real transfer learning [10].
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